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This text goes beyond theory and guesswork to look at  how seven contemporary business icons carved their own paths to the pinnacles of  corporate achievement, as well as explains how to apply these traits and  strategies to your own career.




What the Best CEOs Know looks at the careers of this generation’s top  CEOs, examining the beliefs and actions that propelled each to the top of the  corporate world. By exploring what they did, why they did it, and what might  have happened had they done it differently, this remarkable book turns the  wisdom, strategies, and tactics of these business-world icons into a  step-by-step handbook for the pursuit and achievement of breakthrough corporate  leadership—at any level, in any industry.
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Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of Python 3 objects


	About This Book

	
		Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs
	
		Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries
	
		A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python...
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IBM Certification Study Guide - Aix 5L Performance and System TuningIBM Press, 2002
The AIX and IBM eserver pSeries Certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eserver  pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications is available. It includes:
...
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Hitchhiker's Guide to SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services (Microsoft Windows Server System)Addison Wesley, 2004
QL Server 2000 Reporting Services streamlines the process of extricating meaningful reports from your data sources. Hitchhiker's Guide to SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services picks up where the Microsoft documentation leaves off, providing report developers, database administrators,...
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Programming CookbookLulu.com, 2011

	This book brings together many of my routines that have been programmed over the years. Routines range from fading a screen up and down and moving tiles around in Mappy, the tile map editor which can be found at www.tilemap.co.uk The code in this book have been written using GLBasic, C, Javascript, PureBasic, DarkBasic Professional and...
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MCSE Training Kit : Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation (Exam 70-229)Microsoft Press, 2001
Welcome to MCSE Training Kit: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation. This training kit introduces you to SQL Server 2000 and provides detailed information about how to design and implement a SQL Server database. The training kit takes you through the steps of how to plan and implement a database, create and maintain...
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Analyzing Systems: Determining Requirements for Object-Oriented Development (Bcs Practitioner)Prentice Hall, 1994
This text describes and explains the ORCA (Object-oriented Requirements Capture Analysis) method. It is aimed at those interested in the description and analysis of complex systems. In particular, it is aimed at those responsible for producing strategies for the use of information technology and requirements for software development. Producing and...
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